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The 7th Annual Alabama Women in Jazz Festival goes virtual! 
Valley Arts and Entertainment will host the event on September 11th and 12th 

Huntsville, AL:  The event lineup launches with Ginetta’s 
Vendetta©, renowned pocket trumpet artist and the event’s 
featured performing artist, who will also stream a FREE 
musical workshop on September 11.  Her performance is 
scheduled on September 12, 2020. Ginetta’s Vendetta’s© 
appearance is made possible by grants from the Alabama 
State Council on the Arts and the National Endowment for the 
Arts.  Additional performances at this year’s Alabama Women 

in Jazz Festival include Anisha Rush, Hope Clayburn, Ruby Camille, Yuressa Shonta, Wellington Bullings, 
and surprise special guests. 

"Like everyone else, we’ve had to pivot this year," explains Patrice Bivins, founder of Valley Arts and 
Entertainment. “This year will be different as we have modified our performances to be safely recorded 
remotely in homes, studios and at partner venues like Stovehouse and Dazzle.” 

Valley Arts and Entertainment requested and received emergency preparedness funding from 
Performing Arts Readiness and virtualization support from Majestic Collaborations as part of the Art of 
Mass Gatherings for Performing Arts program. 

This is a dynamic lineup of feature performances by women musicians from around the Tennessee 
Valley and across the country. Tickets are available here. 

Proceeds from ticket sales benefit Valley Arts and Entertainment’s mission to provide dynamic musical 
programming and services designed to engage and promote the careers of emerging and established 
artists. The organization provides meaningful encounters of musical excellence by partnering with 
schools and other community organizations to support underserved multi-generational audiences. 
Valley Arts and Entertainment is a charitable organization founded in 2006. 
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